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PERSONAL INFORMATION

Simone Spizzichino
Via Mario Canavari 7, 00158 Roma (Italia)
3804762320
spizzico7@gmail.com
simonespizzichino.com
Skype s.spizzichino

WORK EXPERIENCE
10/10/2014–Present

Research and Innovation Engineer
Overit S.p.a., Rome (Italy)
Analyst developer in the Research and Innovation Overit's Team. Responsible of analysis and
development on innovative software for wearable devices like Google Glass, Epson Moverio for
Augmented Reality applied to Field Management, Oculus Rift, cardboard and other types of headset
using Virtual Reality.
I'm developing software for wearable like Apple Watch (WatchOS), Samsung Gear S (Tizen),
Microsoft Band etc.
Thanks to this role I am continuously optimizing the research of new technological solutions and
development languages, in addition to my deep knowledge in mobile devices field with Objective-C
iOS and Android, on server side field using PHP and NodeJS, Linux and MongoDB to the big data
managemnet. I also increased my expertise in C++ working on projects in OpenCV, 3D Development
with Unity 3D (for mobile and desktop applications) and very different kind of IOT hardware and
software solutions.
Acctually I'm working on IOT project using NodeJS technology.

09/2013–09/2014

Head of iOS Application Development
Scooterino, Rome (Italy)
Scooterino is a community-based platform allowing users to share scooters rides, has been launched
in Rome. Through the mobile app you can connect with fellow users driving their "motorini" in a similar
direction to yours.
I have analyzed and developed the 1.0 version for iOS using both closed and open source
frameworks.
I have been part of the team in charge of making ideas and change them into "real" products for the
market.

01/09/2009–10/10/2014

Analyst and Full Stack Developer
Into The Net S.r.l., Rome (Italy)
Full stack developer specialized in iOS/Android apps analysis and implementations.
I started developing several kinds of backoffices using Java (J2EE) and javascript frameworks. then
my focus has been changed and my role become as a PHP analyst with a lot of skill in open source
environment such as PHP/MySQL using Zend Framework. I realized different kind of web site, web
services etc.
I become an expert in components, plugins and modules customization and integration for leading
CMS like Joomla (from 1.5 to 3.x), Wordpress and Magento.
I managed whole projects on server side analysis of user interface implementation for mobile app,
software and web.
I made several kinds of iOS applications focused on geographical data use (GPS), InApp Purchase,
Local and Remote Push Notifications etc.
In the last two years in Into The Net i worked on:
- Web-based software architecture using LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) and JavaScript
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frameworks like jQuery, jQuery UI, Kendo, Sencha.- Web services analysis and implementations for
an app used to manage and optimize the amount of data exchanged over internet. - Data bridge
analisys and development of a Magento e-commerce and iOS app development.
PERSONAL SKILLS
Mother tongue(s)

Italian

Other language(s)

UNDERSTANDING

SPEAKING

WRITING

Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Spoken production

B2

C1

B2

B2

English

B2

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

Communication skills

Good communication with team and supervisors, i am a team leader in Overit.
Good problem solving spirit gained through my experience in all works, particularly in Scooterino (a
small startup).

Job-related skills

Development Languages
▪ PHP
▪ JavaScript
▪ MySQL
▪ CocoaTouch
▪ Objective-C
▪ Java
▪ Node.js
▪ Unity3D
▪ C++
▪ Android Development
IOT
▪ Arduino
▪ Raspberry PI

E-Commerce
▪ Magento

CMS
▪ Joomla
▪ Wordpress

Other skills

Driving licence
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- Research of new technologic hardware and software
A, B
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